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DIGEST AND PURPOSE     

As proposed, S.B. 536 provides for the expansion of the list of items that are authorized to be payable as 
damages in a claim for wrongful imprisonment; increases the statute of limitations for claiming compensation; 
and allows convicted persons found to be innocent to seek relief and compensation from the courts, rather
than by pardon. 

RULEMAKING AUTHORITY

This bill does not expressly grant any additional rulemaking authority to a state officer, institution, or agency.

SECTION BY SECTION ANALYSIS

SECTION 1.  Amends Sections 103.001 and 103.006, Civil Practice and Remedies Code, as follows:

Sec. 103.001.  Provides that a person is entitled to compensation if the person has served in whole or in
part a sentence in prison under the laws of this state and for the crime for which the person was 
convicted and imprisoned has received a full pardon on the basis of innocence, or has had the 
conviction reversed on appeal on the basis of legally insufficient evidence   to sustain the conviction 
or of prosecutorial misconduct and the person is ultimately exonerated of the crime by dismissal 
or acquittal.  Deletes existing text pertaining to pleas, guilt, and sentencing.
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SECTION 1.  Amends Sections 103.001 and 103.006, Civil Practice and Remedies Code, as follows:

Sec. 103.001.  Provides that a person is entitled to compensation if the person has served in whole or in
part a sentence in prison under the laws of this state and for the crime for which the person was 
convicted and imprisoned has received a full pardon on the basis of innocence, or has been granted 
relief on the basis of actual innocence of the crime for which the person was sentenced.  Deletes 
existing text pertaining to pleas, guilt, and sentencing.

 SUMMARY OF COMMITTEE CHANGES

Differs from the original by amending proposed Section 103.001, Civil Practice and Remedies Code, to provide
that a person also is entitled to compensation if the person has been granted relief on the basis of actual 
innocence of the crime for which the person was convicted.

MY NOTE: Pursuant to the definition of Actual Innocence, as established by our Texas Court of Criminal 

Appeals, and by our US Supreme Court, this is a nonsubstantive change! A reversal on appeal on the basis of 

legally insufficient evidence to sustain the conviction followed by exoneration of the crime by acquittal is 

synonymous to a granting of relief on the basis of actual innocence of the crime for which the person was 

sentenced. See www.informed.org link to actual innocence. 
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